SAMPLES

Preliminary task sessions

Session - 1

a. Gowri and lakshmi lived in the same apartment and decided to play inside their compound. Suddenly they had going to her home and they are call the parents. They not go to play. The doctor give medicin the gowri. They are very like the same. So she saved her.

b. Gowri and lakshmi lived in the same apartment and decided to play inside their compound. They playing in evening. They see a bird injured. Lakshmi to give first aid and taken to the hospital. In hospital the doctor treated bird and put injection to him. They nursed it back to health.

c. Gowri and lakshmi lived in the same apartment and decided to play inside their compound. They spotted a small injured puppy crying with pain. Both of them felt sorry. They took the injured puppy to veterinary hospital. The veterinary doctor gave a high dosage of pain killer. The injured puppy got some relief and the doctor took great care of the puppy and the puppy recovered from the injury. They named it as saaha.

Session -2

Task- Enacting the same situation in pairs.

Response 1

| Joshua  | : Go to play. |
| Kanna   | : No. I am not well. |
| Joshua  | : come. ok |
| Kanna   | : I am suffering from headache from this morning. |
Joshua : Not come.
Kanna : Sorry Joshua. I will come tomorrow.
Joshua : ok I will go and chandan come for play.
Kanna : bye. Enjoy.

Response 2

Gowri : Shall we go to the ground this evening to play?
Lakshmi : Yes. But not outside of our compound. Shall we play inside of our compound?
Gowri : Okay. When shall we go?
Lakshmi : At 4 pm
Gowri : okay…

(in the evenin at 4)

Lakshmi : see here…. A little puppy is injured.
Gowri : ya… it is so cute but it is injured
Lakshmi : what to do now?
Gowri : Let’s move. We will take this puppy to the hospital.
Lakshmi : Wait for a while, I will bring my bi-cycle. We will go by it
Gowri : Ok. Make it fast!
Lakshmi : ( giving puppy to the doctor…. Looking at the puppy with care)
Gowri : Thank god nothing became bad and serious.
Lakshmi : Puppy will recover soon
Gowri : Hope so.
Lakshmi : Shall we take care of it till it get recovered?
Gowri : Ya sure. We will inform it to our parents also.
Lakshmi : You are right. Let’s go.(Thanking the doctor)
Task 1

Biography of A.R. Rahman.

A.R. Rahman was born in Chennai in 1966. His parents named him Allah Raksh Rahaman. But the pupils are called as A.R. Rahman. He was best in Music Director, Film Composer, Record Composer. He was started his training in at the age of 11. But still he was getting awards for his music and songs. He won awards for the thirty college & for music. He got graduated from the University college for music. Recently he won awarded Oscar for Slumdog Millionaire film. Although, he got won film face, Golden Globe, Academy award, etc. Even though he done project in WHO. We proud because the A.R. Rahman is a Tamiilian.
A.R. Rahman, a gem God gave him, still giving him an extraordinary talent in music. His full name is `Allah Rakhi Rahman. He is a great music director, film composer, record composer, etc. He was born on year 1966. The greatest talent touched the earth this year in Chennai. At the age of 14 he started his training by God's will through his own interest. He grew his talent and graduated himself in Trinity College of Music. Then his laurels started with Filmfare award, Golden Globe, Academy award. He has extraordinary talent that he can play Carnatic, folk, jazz, stock and many more. The one thing of his greater achievement is that he was honoured by Stanford University in 2006. The most and all above the greatest award. He won the Oscar award which he won in 2008 for composing music in picture called 'Slumdog Millionaire'.

Truly, AR Rahman is a greatest Indian price and I hope he will continue his good work.
A.R. Rahman, otherwise known popularly as A.R. Rahman, is considered to be one of the topmost music directors, film composers, and record companies of the current generation. He was born on 26th December in Chennai. Despite some failures in his musical journey, he has won many prestigious awards such as Grammy, Golden Globe, Academy Awards. He is known for his stylistic versatility, combining various Carnatic folk and rock music.

Eventually, his popularity grew, and the award and nomination also grew hand-in-hand. He was illustrated as 'Mozart of Madras' (Filmfare magazine 2004).

He is the global ambassador of UNICEF project: 'CertiKid'. Such a great figure, very little has been recorded in the world. He's been awarded the honorary award, Stanford University in 2006 as well as he won an Oscar for 'Slumdog Millionaire' in 2008. To sum up, he is one of the India's most prestigious musicians.
A.R. Rahman is a famous film composer, music director and record composer. He was born in Chennai in 1966. When he was 11 years old, he started training. In 1990 he started his scoring career in film industry. He was graduated from the famous Trinity College of music. He has won many filmfare, Golden Globe and Academy awards. He is known for his stylistic versatility i.e. celtic, folk, jazz and rock music. His face became the first page of the Time magazine cover and he was titled as ‘Mozart of Madras’. He also became the global ambassador for WHO project.

He was given Honorary Award at Stanford University in the year 2006. He was awarded Oscar award in 2008 for his extra ordinary performance for the movie Slum dog millionaire.

**Task 2**

a) When a popular film figure is shown on the screen I felt so happy and got a number of ideas but I was not able to express all the ideas came into my mind because I afraid that I may go wrong in the formation of sentences and in using appropriate vocabulary”.

b) “The task good. No difficulties…. (hmm) Thank you”. These learners responded to the interpretative questions during the interview whereas they failed to express their ideas spontaneously.
“Football, volleyball, baseball, tennis, rugby, ice hockey, ball catcher, ball thrower, t-shirt.”

Task 3

1) Running
2) Roaring
3) Curiosity
4) Grazing
5) Landscape
6) River
7) Kim.
8) Running
9) Roaring
10) Grazing
11) Landscape
12) River.
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Football, volleyball, tennis, ice hockey, rugby, wrestling, judo, skating; kicking, throwing ball, forehand pass, stick, running, the service, return, games, various, countries, national international, relation.
Task 4

Feeling of joy, celebrations, varied culture, expenditure, bridal collection, jewells, flowers, Hindu, Muslim, Christians, friends, relatives, priest, bride, groom, unity in diversity, love, eternal life, everlasting god, dependence, soul relationship.

Marriage is a new beginning in the life of two individuals. A feeling of joy, celebration filled with a lot of expectations.

Different sorts of wedding celebrations are practiced in the world. It gives a sort of personal feeling, wedding ceremony is considered as a very important part and parcel of life.

In Hindu nuphils the bride and bridegroom dressed in a grand way and follow any customary in the marriage whereas Christian weddings are very simple and follow very few customs. It shows the dependency of life in the world.

It is impossible to conduct a wedding without friends and relatives.

Permission of God and friends are needed to give a full form of wedding.
→ Ornaments are the wishes of god and parents to the wedding.

→ Love has been bounded in the form of wedding. It was told that one soul in two bodies.

→ The everlasting relationship starts from the moment of marriage and eternal love works as bridge between both of them.

→ Wedding celebration in all the religions preach a similar concept. True love is eternal.

→ It shows the unity in diversity.
The wedding ceremony is considered as a very important part and parcel of every religion. In Hindu weddings, the bride and groom are dressed in a manner every traditional manner. Every wedding in Christian matrimony, the bride and groom are made to stand in front of the altar of the church. The marriage usually the groom is clad in formal suit and the bride is clad in gown.

In Northern part of India, the bride is dressed in red lehenga and very beautiful ornaments. Muslim marriages known as Nikah is also conducted in a very grand manner.
Marriage, different types of marriage, Christian marriage, Muslim marriage etc. Church, flowers, brides at stages, ornaments, closing gates, temple

Marriage
There are different kinds of marriage in India: Christian, Muslim,
Hindus etc. In Christian religion, bride and groom must come to the church then start the prayer. Then only chain the chain and sing and bible. Christian marriage in the church. Hindu marriage in the temple. Brides are put the ornaments.
Task 5

Egg, lemon, tomato, noodles, onion, peas, health, curd, sambhar, food, breakfast, gulab jamun, plate, spoon, vessels, vegetables, poverty, village, money, mobile, children, hungry, ill, water, illiterate, thirst, low sanitary, help, bad.

The morning breakfast is ready. Tomatoes and onions are used to dress up the food items. Healthy breakfast in the morning is good for health. It keeps mind and body fresh for the whole day. The item projected in the picture is partly healthier. Poori with more oil may cause cholesterol problems. Noodles are nutritious for health. Most of the people are enjoying life by eating whatever their mind desires whereas there are people suffering without food in the other corner of the world. There are people who never thought about the delicious varieties but only looking for some kind of food just to get rid of starvation. Nowadays, especially teen teenagers are not aware of what they are wasting. They are wasting money in mobile phones, spoiling their minds making useless unnecessary calls. Thirst for reformation is needed to eradicate the poverty from the world and it is necessary for youth to realize the present condition of poor people. Each and everyone should learn to help others.
Work Well. Food, water, money to help, younger age, diseases, taking care, donation, some people waste money, clothes, need a house, shelter, health, tomato, noodles, sambar, curd, plate.

Every human needs to eat. Because we must have to live. A plate is an essential thing and water. Rice of a different kind with many eatable vegetables and masala items. Vegetable oil is also an important item. Especially onion and tomato are very important. While eating any kind of food, sweets or fruit is important for a healthy life.

Different classes of people in the world:

1) A poor lady with 4 kids
2) A poor man feeding a poor lady
3) A group of slum children
4) Wasting money

There are different kinds of people in the world. the rich & the poor.

The rich always waste money in all kinds of ways. The poor work hard to afford a meal for twice. The poverty, overpopulation, illiteracy & child labour are some reasons making the poor still poorer.
We have a plate of Poori with Sambas, rice and we have a spoon to eat it. The side dish of this have kept in this. We have curd for eating. And at last for sweet we have a pulpan jam in our plate. It is sweet, oily, and is very tasty. It is garnished with Cumber, Tomato, Onion.
Poverty:

Poverty of scarcity of food, clothing, and shelter as the population increases, the economic status also varies.

Rich get richer and poor get poorer. Some people do not have water or food to have. So there are slumpy homes and slums for these people. Slums are left as luggers in streets. They don't have food, shelter, and they ought to suffer with all types of diseases. Rich people spend their money lavishly not thinking about the poor.

All the rich ones must donate some of their money towards charity so they must take some actions towards poor people's education and improve their economic situation.
Task 6

Wordweb
Ferocious volcano, deadly cyclon, fir and accidents, the needy people, earth quake, car in the floods, tremendous tsunami, disastrous planet, children, bomb blast, dead bodies, helpless, lose, thieves, destruction, water, souls, worries year.

Description: Planet earth is itching towards the most deadly natural calamities. Ferocious volcanic eruption takes place frequently. Deadly cyclone along with tremendous tsunami makes the life style stand still. Rescuers are still helping the people suffering in the calamities. A number of people suffered due to natural calamities. These are other disasters happening due to the inhuman activities of terrorists.
Sufferings of people are getting increased nowadays. Films, stories, and fictions are also depicting these sorts of activities. It was told that the reasons for all these natural disasters are global warming and sterility. The true love between people got disappeared. Nowadays helping nature also wiped away from the minds of people. Calamities, disasters and sufferings can be reduced through essential steps.
Different kinds of disasters in the world

1) Cyclone
2) Tsunami
3) Floods
4) Fire accidents
5) Landslides
6) Volcanic eruptions
7) Deforestation (cutting of trees)

This figure consists of many types of disasters in the world. Cyclone, tsunami, floods, landslides, fire accidents, volcanic eruptions, etc.
The earthquakes are common in Gujarat, volcanoes are bursting due to the flow of lava. These lava will develop harm the people and also the land. Due to these disasters people lost their lives and also there are not enough resources in the world to cure that. We can make people to understand by making any warning machines for earthquake. Forest fire will destroy natural resources and it will cause the decrease of rain. There are all the beginning of destroy of earth. To minimize this & pollution have to be controlled. And nature is to be encouraged. Let grow our nature and increase our lives.
Task 11

There is a hockey match of girls going on where the girls are trying their best to win the match. The coach is also quite curious about the match. Then the performance of the four girls made the opposite team unhappy. Their running speed and devotion to the match lead the team to win the trophy. Unless the concentrate they would not have won the match. Even though the opposite team was strong Indian team won the match with confidence.
The match between India and Argentina was exciting. Both teams were determined to do their best to take the win to their land. The teams also had a great support from their coach as well as the crowd who also encouraged them. With the team spirit and coordination, the Indian team was able to lead the game with one point.
A good game of hockey depicted in an enthusiastic manner. The passion towards the game for the players and their coach makes them somehow win the game. The difficulty that the wilderness to reach the desired goal is very tedious. The pain, the sweat, the agony that they have is finally replaced with joy, happiness and victory. Their enthusiasm and sportsmanship are appreciative.
Indian girls, Argentina girls, swakkaah, than, Indian Bollywood film, big hit film.

India vs Argentina

Indian girls were looking were beautiful compared to Argentina women who were played in the match.

This is my rank. India women's is better than Argentina women's. OK, we can come to match now.

Women's hockey final match.

India vs Argentina in a Bollywood film. In that film, the former India team player Shubh Rukh Khan was the coach of the Indian women team. In the final Argentina made many faults mainly to the India team. But our Indian team won the match by scoring goal against that the Argentina that all far today's now thank you.
Hockey, playing, balling, team spirit, goal, Sandeep, entertainment, Indian flag, injury, motivation, focus, running, curiosity, involvement, sporting, enjoyment, patriotism.

A hockey match was played between India and Argentina. The match was watched by a very anxious and exciting audience. In Indian team girls after a lot of struggling and fighting against the Argentina girls finally score a goal which declares India as winner. There is whirlwind about of joy among the Indian audience and Indian coach. While the Argentinian are sad and disappointed. The people from the audience are screaming and jumping with the Indian tricolor flag.
Tigers, the masters of ambush, deers, scared, hungry, searching, wagging tail, unawareness of deers, approach of the tigers, slow and calmness as the beginning, running, chasing, slippery, catch and fall.

The cheetah seems to very hungry and was searching for food. It found a group of deers eating grass. It slowly started focusing on the deers. It approaches the group of deers without making noise. The cheetah started entering into the group. Few deers in the group have noticed the entry of cheetah in their territory. Some deers starts wagging the tail in order to show the sign of dangers and to make other deers alert. The cheetah focused on only one deer and moved towards that. The deer started running to save its life. It was so pathetic to see an animal running with fear to protect the life from another animal. All of sudden, the cheetah catches the deers and the deers became prey for the cheetah.
Cheetah, prey, deer, strategy, grassland, concentration, hunt, chase, injured, success, food.

The clip is about how cheetah struggles to get a meal. It takes lots of concentration and strategy to plan the kill. Cheetah slowly moves towards the prey and speeds up and manages to get the reward for their hardwork.

Observation, walk, chase, fall, prey, hunger, speed, fleeing, eating, running, fear, escaping.

1. A hungry cheetah walks towards a group of deer, searching for a prey. The peaceful deer were there to quench their thirst. They were scared and the hungry cheetah starts chasing a deer and after a tough chase, it feeds on its prey.
Task 13

Ship, people, Travelee, guards, hotel, luxurious, night, rescue, sea, over flow, worry, excited, waiters, crying, talking, breaking, leaking, neither, known, flushing, shouting, breakage

Here in this video it shows about the story of Hitamiz. Here the people with full journey came, and it was full of luxurious and cute. It was shrouded up with the ice stone and the ship broke up and it started leaking by not one sung up and hence they saved in many ways.
weaving, unrolling, rejoice, moving, royally, seating, shifting, fiddling, blasting, entering, sinking, filling, calving, slugging, escaping, praying, shouting, dancing, whispering, singing, drowning.

The giant ship is ready for its journey and the people on board are very excited and feel proud to have seen it and to travel in it itself. There is great celebration inside the ship. The ship accidentally hits an iceberg and one side of it breaks, water starts entering into the ship and finally the ship sinks completely into the ocean.
Task – 15

I am a girl with self respect. I respect myself and others. I have my own limitations. I follow my own rules that others may not like. They may think that I am immature and playful. I don’t bother about what others speak about me. I never thought of give up my naturality for anyone. Recently I read a poem of MayaAngelo’s “Still I rise”. When I read that poem I felt that she wrote that poem for me. Still I can remember the words what I read, that’s lingering in my mind. The lines such as “you may shoot me with your words, you may cut me with your eyes, you may kill me with your hatefulness, But still like air I rise…” Though the taunting words of others hurt me a little I feel good when I remember those lines. No matter what others think about me… I know what I am. Going to rise in my own way.

Task-17: Accident

Akash: hi Kathi, do you know my friend Jeswandher Singh

Kathi: no, What happened?

Akash: He met with an accident.

Kathi: How?

Akash: He like to go for fishing, after fishing he came back in bus, at that time a guy entered into the bus and pull the driver and started hitting him.

Kathi: Then…

Akash: After that also driver managed to drive but in slop turn he was not able to control the bus and met with accident.
Kathi: Why did they hit the driver?

Akash: I don’t know I think this is because of some problem with local guys

Kathi: How is he now?

Akash: He is fine, some bones were broken I think!!!

Kathi: okay. Shall we go home.

Akash: No I have work.

Kathi: When will you come to home?

Akash: I have some work,… after that I will.

Kathi: Even I too have some experience. (Coherence missed)

Akash: What experience?

Kathi: I have seen a bus met with an accident near by my bus.

Akash: Oh how it was happen

Kathi: Because of brake failure

Akash: Oh ok ok. (Coherence missed)

Kathi: Bye I have some work

Akash: Bye.

The conversation was not developed gradually. It started abruptly. In some thoughts coherence was missing. Few errors were also found.
Between Anupam and Praveen

Situation: Accident (Anupam: met with an accident, Praveen: Stranger)

Anupam: Hey what happen, why is it bleeding

Praveen: Ya I met in accident? just now da!

Anupam: How It is happen?

Praveen: A tempo(small lorry) hit me while driving bike

Anupam: You want to go hospital?

Praveen: Ya we have time please take me to hospital.

(after the treatment)

Anupam: After the treatment how do you feel?

Praveen: Ya its somewhat better, but still getting pain,

Anupam: Here after please careful while driving ok.

Praveen: Ya I was careful only, mistake is not mine.

Anupam: Ok.

Example task 17- In the above mentioned example, number of errors were more, tenses were not followed gradually, grammatical errors were found. Question tags were not used. Simple statements were used in the context of interrogative sentences. The concept was suited to the context and somehow the learner managed to complete the task.
Task-18

Changing channel lead to execute a plan of initiates a company. (Accidentally)

Rohit: Hi Amit. What are you doing?

Amit: Watching Television

R: What are you watching?

A: Wrestling.

R: How are you baring the scenes in which one wounds another

A: This is not the matter of wounding. It is protecting oneself from others

R: Oh! I don’t like it. Can you change the TV channel?

A: Sure. Change it

R: Look at it Amit.

A: What is it?

R: This is a film based on a billionaire who started a company few years ago.

A: That’s great. Why don’t we start a company?

R: Lets plan for it. Okay. What is the main objective of our company?

R: It is an IT sector company; we will distribute computers to normal people for quite a small amount.

A: How much money should we invest for the company? How are we going to get money for it?
R: We will take bank loan. The amount of money depends on the land. The architecture of the building we are going to build also decides the amount of money.

A: Ok now we are having 100 grounds of land, so additionally we need 200 or 300 yekars to build very big IT sectors. Many rural people are living besides our land so first we have to get permission from government, so we have to discuss with government officials.

R: When shall we go to meet the officials?

A: Before that, I need full details about land and construction, Engineers.

R: That’s not a main problem because civil engineers will give all the details. So that’s not a big deal. We need to register our names to build an IT sector. For that we need a joint bank account and company name.

A: Building a company near slum areas may lead to give jobs to the people from slum.

A: We should provide houses to them. Where shall we build it?

R: Near to our office.

A: So our company may help poor people, we will employ them also if required. It will help them spend money to educate their children. If they get good education we can employ them in high posts of our company.

R: Okay tomorrow we will meet the civil engineer at 10 am. So come here at 9 am.

A: Okay…. Bye.
Example 2: (Accidently the mother visited the room, consequences of the accident getting scolding for keeping the room untidy)

Mother: Hey Asrin!

Daughter: (singing loudly) Yes mom. (oh mom has entered) Why are you shouting.

Mother: (seeing the room) My god, Is this a room? It is exactly like a market. Things are not arranged properly. clean it

Daughter: Yes obviously this is a room. That’s your daughter’s room why? Do you have doubt.

Mother: Clean it. Arrange it properly.

Daughter: Come on! Mom, Clean it(ordering)!

Mother: What?

Daughter: However, I like this sort of arrangement so let it be.

Mother: Cleanliness is next to Godliness.

Daughter: If you want my room to be clean and arrange it according to your wish. You have to do it. I can’t.

Mother: Don’t argue…

Daughter: I have work. I have to meet my friends within few minutes. I have to get ready.

Mother: Listen to me…

Daughter: Okay mom…Please leave me now. I will clean it later
Mother: No Merlin, clean your room is very worst

Daughter: Mom …I will do later

Mother: ok clean it soon after you return to the house.


It shows the use of alternative technique, and designing technique of learners. It consisted of some errors. In some places coherence of thoughts were missing.

**Situation-** Consequences of the accident

Julie and Prem

Julie: Hi pooja

Prem: Hi Julie

Julie: What are you Doing ?

Prem: Simply watching TV.

Julie: Why?

Prem: I don’t feel like studying now.

Julie: Why? Any problem?

Prem: I love my parents more. I never thought of leaving my parents in the previous year.

Julie: mmmmm…. (rounding her shoulders)

Prem: Now I am far from my parents. I feel lonely now.

Julie: Don’t worry Prem…
Prem: I was about to join in the college near to my place but as I got seat in our college I came.

Julie: That s good only know. You are in right place.

Prem: But I left my parents. I am considered the time when I attended the engineering entrance as an accident. Consequence, now I am far from my parents.

Julie: Have you ever been left your parents before.

Prem: Ya ,that was when I was in tenth grade.

Julie: what do you learn came far from your parents?

Prem: Nobody can equalize the place of parents. They are never been selfish.

Julie: You are right.

Prem: I am far away from my parents and got own responsibilities. Okay… you are asking about me.. do you have any such sort of experience.

Julie: I had so much experience in my life. I considered the time when I met a person called joshi as accident. Most of my characters got changed. I was lead to a wrong way.

Prem: Oh..

Julie: I agreed her as my friend. Most of my god behaviors changed.

Prem: Then…

Julie: Now I came out from the fetters of bad friendship. That accident taught me the life and behavior of others.
Prem: I agree with you.

Julie: Hey.. look at it…we have the plan to go the book exhibition today. Let's move

Prem: Okay I will get ready and come bye.

The responses consisted of few errors. The effort to chose appropriate concept was less.

The concept chosen from alternative technique was tailored to suit the given situation.

Hence, their thinking technique and consideration of alternative technique was
graded high. Learners were able to tailor the known ideas for the situation.

**Task 19- The phone call changed my life**

**Situation:** conversation between two friends

Sushmita(narration): Bell rings!trr!trr!

Sushmita: (Dialing rita’ mother’ phone number) Hello Aunty! How are you?

Rita’ mother: Ya fine. How do you do?

Sushmita: I am fine aunty. May I speak with Rita. Where is she?

Rita’ mother: Ya sure. She is in the garden. Wait for a while I will call her.

Sushmita: No Aunty. I will come to your home and meet her.

Rita’ mother: You are most welcome.

Sushmita: Thank you Aunty.

(Calling bell at home rings!)

Rita: Hi! (Smiles).

Sushmita: Hello Madam. How are you?
Rita: Yes! Doing good (showing dullness in her face).

Sushmita: What happened to you? Why are you dull?

Rita: Nothing Sush! A little headache!

Sushmita: What? Little Headache? Oh Oh! Have you taken leave for five days because of this little head ache?

Rita: Please don’t ask any question? I don’t have in a mood to answer all your questions.

Sushmita: Hey! Please don’t hide anything. Tell me! what happened?

Rita: Nothing! Please leave me alone! (yelling and crying)

Sushmita: No I don’t leave you alone! You have to tell me the problem. Why are you not coming for classes? Why are you not attending any phone calls of us?

Rita: I am so scared of attending phone calls nowadays.

Sushmita: Why? What happened?

Rita: An unknown person is making call to my mobile from a various new numbers?

Sushmita: Oh! My God!

Rita: He is threatening and scolding me badly. He is unnecessarily talking wrong words.(crying). I haven’t had heard such sort of threatening from any one in my life before. But…(crying)

Sushmita: Do you have any doubt on anyone? Do you have any idea … who is th…at?
Rita: I don’t know? But I am very sure that he is the person who talks from various new numbers. It has changed my normal life. Nowadays I am not at all talking with any one. I am avoiding to talk with my parents also.

Sushmita: Okay. Don’t worry! I will tackle this problem!

Rita: What will you do?

Sushmita: I have a plan.

Rita: What is that?

Sushmita: I will just give these numbers to my brother and his friends. They will do the needed.

Rita: Do you think he will stop calling me?

Sushmita: Ya sure! Otherwise….Let’s change your mobile number…

Rita: That’s a good idea.(smiles) Now I feel good. Thank you Rita.

Sushmita: You are most welcome. Please understand that unless you share your problem you will not get a solution. Sharing is the golden key that has the capacity to open the door of solution.

Rita: You are right. Now I realized. Thank you dear.

Sushmita: Okay (with smile) Don’t miss the classes for these sort of simple problems! Okay?

Rita: Sure. I will not miss any more classes.
Task 20

Example: The time I got caught

Situation: Parking a vehicle, Conversation between two friends, Thomas and Edwin.

Edwin: What happened yesterday?

Thomas: What happened?... Nothing happened. Why?

Edwin: I heard that you parked the vehicle in No-parking area and some police men warned you it seems.

Thomas: No.no.. huh… Nothing like that. I was at home only yesterday.

Edwin: Don’t tell lie!

Thomas: It is impossible. I was in home only. I was doing some other work. I think you might have seen some other person like me(tense error)

Edwin: No I am very sure. That was you. We know each other for five years. I know your gestures and behaviors. I am very much sure that you were the person arguing with police men. I saw a police man came to you was talking about parking the vehicle in no-parking area. You were irritating the police men. (Grammatical errors)

Thomas: Oh, Okay Okay I remembered. Actually I was in urgent mood so I parked in no parking area

Edwin: Ya, I know, how much have you paid as penalty? that also u want to tell.

Thomas: I paid the something Rs.500. that only happened yester day.

Edwin: Hereafter don’t try to hide by telling lies…mmm… okay?
Thomas: Actually this is the first time I got caught to the police and get caught to you also. I won’t repeat it next time

Edwin: Okay. Bye it is getting late. I am moving. Take care Thomas.

Creativity was presented whereas effectiveness in language was less. It was because of the existence of errors in the dialogues. It showed learners capacity of using designing technique in the given situation.

Example 2: Conversation between friends I got caught when I smoked in front of my dear friend Nikhil and Francis

Nikhil: Hi Francis! How are you?

Francis: Ya Nikhil I am fine.

Nikhil: How is your life

Francis: It’s going simply and slowly.

Nikhil: Ok fine. what are you doing right now?

Francis: Just searching for job

Nikhil: I am also doing the same. What is the plan for today?

Francis: Just I want to roam somewhere!!!!!!

Nikhil: (blowing cigerete)…Huh..huh..huh..

Francis: Hey Nikhil? What is this?

Nikhil: Cigarette…wow… having just for fun.

Francis: No Ni…kih..ii…(coughing), it is a very dangerous one.
Nikhil: Life is very cool man, take all this stuff,

Francis: It will burn you into ashes.

Nikhil: yeah I know right that very well. But now I am in the end, so I can’t stop it.

Francis: No man! Don’t!... You should not do that; it will spoil your life.

Nikhil: I can’t stop this, just for fun I started, but now It is impossible to stop this habit.

Francis: No man, you should not continue.

Nikhil: No I can’t stop; it is just for my happiness.

Francis: You should stop this

Nikhil: If you want just have one puff please from it.

Francis: No I don’t…

Nikhil: Don’t do show off too much, as if you are so good and I am so bad.

Francis: It is not fair Nikhi. Please… please…Don’t…

Nikhil: No man , I won’t, please understand my situation also.

Francis: If you won’t I will break up my friendship from you.

Nikhil: I can’t leave our friend ship man and I can leave our friendship also. Please understand my situation.

Francis: I am talking about your life, if you stop this I will be with you as a good friend.

Nikhil: Oh then? Am I not your good friend?
Francis: Yes, but unless you stop this I will not talk with you.

Nikhil: Just think about me Franc.

Francis: No… Do what I say!

Nikhil: What? My life is good. I am enjoying my life. What else is needed?

Francis: ok it will affect your future

Nikhil: ok I will stop one or the other day.

Very few mistakes were found in the formation of dialogues. An appropriate concept fan was used in the response. Creativity was good but the response seemed incomplete.

The time I got caught in girl’ eyes

Situation: the time they met, Conversation between Arjun and his Friend.

Friend: Hi arjun , what is up?

Arjun: Nothing is up.(Humour)

Friend: I am asking, how are you?

Arjun: Ya fine, how is your life?

Friend: My life is comfort

Arjun: Oh comfortable! what is mean by comfort?

Friend: Comfort means my Shirt and Pant and Shoes (humour)

Arjun: Oh Ok ok. Stop kidding

Friend: Ok. Tell me how is your family and wife?

Arjun: No man, Still I am single.
Friend: I am talking about your girl friend.

Arjun: I don’t have any now.

Friend: Tell me the truth. how is it possible, nothing don’t know.

Arjun: Ya we should be talented. ok?

Friend: Talented?

Arjun: Its god gifted.

Friend: Oh god gifted?

Arjun: Okay… what happen to your eyes?

Friend: Ya… something happened

Arjun: Tell na!!! why don’t you put some eye drops. I know a doctor named Dr. Arul Prakash

Friend: Nothing will happen. Don’t worry.

Arjun: He is specialized in curing this problem.

Friend: Arul prakash?

Arjun: He is an MD in CMC Vellore

Friend: Oh i see. Do you know my problem.

Arjun: I think you have conductive eye problem

Friend: This is not conductive eye problem, this is happened because of girls.

Arjun: How? why?

Friend: It has been started from my childhood
Arjun: What about the stage of your problem

Friend: It started from my childhood, when i saw girl my eyes started automatically.

Arjun: How? tell it in detail. It is quite interesting.

Friend: I met a girl in the train for the first time. My eyes started bulging and became red. I din’t feel any hurt.

Arjun: Then...

Friend: I stopped meeting girls. I think I got caught in the look of her eyes. After that I have never seen any girls.

Arjun: Oh Ok Ok

Friend: What you telling Ok ok.

Arjun: Why don’t you have eye surgery

Friend: No one is accepting me

Arjun: Why what happen

Friend: The thing is that all are lady doctors

Arjun: Hey you are looking ….

Friend: What good looking? i want to go otherwise , women will slap me bye!!!!!

Arjun: (…..).so you got the problem when you looked at the girl.....ookka......ayy.
The thinking was humourous. They put humorous ideas in the conversation without any hesitation. Errors were very few. Few confusion occurred. Though the concept seemed unrelated, dialogues knotted the concept with the given title. The concept fan was used and the design was constructed with care.

**Task-21**

Example: Between Warden(Roobini) and Student(Nivedita) in the hostel

Roobini(friend)- Hey nivi… why are you late. It is already late. Now the time is 8 pm.

Nivedhita: I went to watch a movie with my old friends. Unfortunately I missed the bus at the last minute.(slowly). That’s why became late.

Roobini: (In low voice). Nivi, Nivi, Warden! …sh..sh…

Warden: What is this Nivedita? what is the time now?

Nivedhita: Madam it is 8 o’ clock madam

Warden: You should be in the hostel before 6.30. Don’t you know that?

Nivedhita: Madam because bus is late.

Warden: See… all of you are telling various kinds of fake reasons. I don’t give excuse for it.

Nivedhita: Madam, I am telling the truth. It is real madam, actually I got scared and just returning from hospital madam!!

Warden: What happened? Are you not feeling well and good?

Nivedhita: I am alright. On the way to hostel I met a person in the hospital.
Warden: Why have you gone there?

Nivedhita: mm….Actually mother and a child were waiting near the bus stop. That time a car driven by the drunkard hit them. He did not even bother about that madam. That child was disabled and adopted so I got scared and could not bear it mam so I went to hospital

Warden: oh ok that’s fine don’t scare about that , we will pray for that child. Ok?

Few errors were found in the language, coherence was missing in some dialogues and thoughts, and meticulousness of planning was also less. Designing technique was incorporated. Conversation was realistic and appropriate for the concept.

Escape of a culprit (subjective) : Robin and Jinny
R- I am robin this is my friend jinny. Yesterday night he got caught by the hostel warden for entering in the late night. Jinny is sharing his experience what happen last night.
R- Hi jinny, good morning,
J- Hello robin.
R- Why you…late..wake up in the morning?
J- Yesterday I slept at one o’ clock ya
R- Why?
J- Yesterday I saw a film and had fun with my friends.
R- Which film you saw yesterday? Why dint you call me yesterday?
J- Sorry, yesterday I went with my old friends ya ,that’s why I couldn’t call you.
And I have a great escape from my hostel warden also.
R- Great escape?
J- Yesterday, when I entered into the hostel at night warden noticed me and asked “where were you” and I just explained that my purse got lost and all that.

R- What the warden replied?

J- The warden extended his question “when I asked about your delay, you told that you missed the purse and the story, then how did you came back?” Then I said that “my friend is in palakkad and I just called him and he dropped in the hostel”.

R- Whether the warden believed the story?

J- Ya… he dint asked me anything, he believed me.

R- Jinny I saw a same situation in a film you know.

J- No I don’t know, which film

R- I think you might have seen the film ‘ghosto’in which the same situation occurs.

J- I missed that film dint see that film so far

R- Do you have that film

J- No I don’t have that film.

R- Then come to my room, bring the pendrive, I will copy and give it to you.

J- Ok I will bring my laptop man

They used appropriate concept. Question tags were used to certain extent. Interrogatives were used appropriately. The language was also good to some extent. Indirect and direct speeches were mixed but the ideas were expressed clearly.

Task 22

Task- Objective point of view

Conversation between Henry and Bunny
Henry: Hi Bunny! Look here! Is he Ragav?

Bunny: Yes, he is ... What is wrong with him? Why is he arrested?

Henry: He loved a girl for three years. Recently, that girl rejected his love.

Bunny: So what.

Henry: He killed her. Police found that out so they arrested him.

Bunny: That’s horrible. How can he kill a girl whom he loved a lot? Really terrible!

Henry: That’s is a simple matter. Just leave it.

Bunny: What? Is it a simple matter? How can you take this as a simple one? (talking continuously)

Henry: Listen what I am telling?

Bunny: Tell me!

Henry: He loved her sincerely from the core of his heart. He has done a lot of self
sacrifices for her. But he came to know that she pretended as if she loved truly.

Bunny: But still. He should have done that. He could have taught lesson to her.

Henry: No, he is right. She did the same to an another boy also.

Bunny: No Henry, You should not say like this. He could have told her patiently.

Henry: How. How is it possible to bare such pain? How to teach lesson to such a ....
bad girl?

Bunny: He could have just avoided her?
Henry: But his heart was broken after knowing the truth about her. He doesn’t want anybody experience such sort of incident. That’s why he did it.

Bunny: Anybody in the sense? What do you mean?

Henry: Yesterday she cheated him. She may cheat anybody else tomorrow. That’s why.

Bunny: From his point of view he might have been right. But anybody could have brought him in the right path. Now his life got spoiled. Because the police arrested him.

Henry: Hey. No escaped from that problem. Police arrested him but they released as they were not able to find proper evidence.

Bunny: How? How?

Henry: Another thing is that he has good influence in politics also.

Bunny: Corruption revolves everywhere I the world. Escape of the culprit occurs everyday in one or the other way.

Henry: Yes you are right. As the new generation young men lets go in the right path.

The conversation showed that Henry refused to accept the views of Bunny at the beginning of the conversation but he gradually accepted the friend’s views. The attitudinal improvement was proved in this conversation. Language of the learners were also good.

**Task 23**

Example: (we can turn impossible into possible through self confidence in dealing the situation)

Conversation between - Daphny and Deepika ; Situation : an interview
Daphny: Excuse me Madam

Deepika: Yes come in

Daphny: Good morning Madam

Deepika: Ya good morning , what is your name ?

Daphny: I am daphny venishya

Deepika: May I know your qualification?

Daphny: I am B.tech graduate in computer science

Deepika: Well, why do you want to choose this company?

Daphny: Because this is one of best company in our world !

Deepika: Let me ask you some question?

Daphny: Yes madam

Deepika: Could you explain me that , how could the expression may done replacing a number 64-63=1

Daphny: I think 2^6-63=1

Deepika: Let me ask you the next one?

Daphny: How come 20 horses have 24 heads?

Deepika: I think 20 horses have 24 heads.

Daphny: Ya that’s good , do you have any previous experience attending an interview ?

Deepika: Ya yes mam!
Daphny: Oh! was it disgusting?

Deepika: It was really disgusting!

Daphny: Disgusting in the sense what do you mean?

Deepika: I would have been on that time to the interview but at that time I met an accident so I went late, because I was assistant to that person.

Daphny: Oh taking initiative is good, you are appointed.

**Task 23**

**Title**- Turn impossible into possible (through planning)

**Situation** - Planning

Between Aditya and Anupam

anupam: Hi man how are you

Aditya: Hi anupam, why are you looking so tensed? What is the matter?

Anupam: Actually I don’t have money, I’m living very poor life. I don’t know what to do. I want to look after my parents. They are too old. I don’t think I can earn money.

Aditya: What are you doing for the money

anupam: Once I have stolen the money, I steal from the shop

Aditya: What is your plan now.

Anupam: Nothing man. Nothing. I don’t have any money, I don’t know what to do, I don’t have any money please help me.
Aditya: I'm facing the condition just as same as you

anupam: I don’t think that it is possible to earn money by following the righteousness. Is it possible to get money easily?

Aditya: Lets rob a bank, there is no any other option.


Aditya: It is possible if we plan it seriously.

Anupam: I need some time , I will tell u tomorrow , I need you here the same time, ok?

Aditya: (Next day) What s this what is the time now?

Anupam It s nine. Sorry I am Sorry

adiya: Ok what did you think. Have you thought about the plan.

Anupam: I have something for you

Aditya: what?

Anupam: see the map of world bank.

Aditya: Oh! are you serious?

Anupam: Look at it. This is the entrance of the main gate. there is one problem in the entrance. Two cameras are there.

Aditya: How to escape from those cameras

anupam: Don’t worry I have a plan, I have a caller cd of the camera, I l be there in the control room. I will just play the CD. You don’t worry just enter in to the gate
Aditya: Ok Ok. A lot of security guards would be there, I need a gas bomb to make unconscious, I hope u know the persons who deliver the chemicals and all

Anupam Ya I remember.

Aditya: So I need a gas bomb to make unconscious, ok I will arrange it

Anupam: Tell them abt our plan bcoz its not possible for both of us to rob a bank, without their help, so please tell them to arrange two more guys

Aditya: don’t worry I l arrange it

Anupam: After that …

Aditya: Then what to do

Anupam: The major prob is breaking the locker, do you have some plan to break the locker

Aditya: Ya I have a plan do you have a camera mobile with you

Anupam: After an hour then security will come for checking, you have to just focus on it, he will be just pressing on it, then you zoom it, so you can see clearly

Aditya: I can coordinate the camera but I cant see the number, how can I note the number

Anupam: You just zoom it you can see the number

Aditya: Ok I will be in the control room, we are going to contact through Bluetooth. Is that right

Anupam: Fine, after entering the locker room I l be having the bag or something like that
Aditya: Ya you l be having the bag and drilling machine with you

Anupam: Ok Ok

Aditya: After taking all the bags with me it will be impossible for me to go in the first door because during so that time police may became aware of robbing at the time , so what to do after that

Anupam: You have to drill square shape in the wall , and we will be having two bikes just come down

Aditya: Ya Ya

Anupam: We have two friends there just threw the money .there is a rope in the terrace I just tie . by using them we can escape from them

Aditya: Ok that’s a great idea

Principal: What is happening here? I heard the words, rope, rob bike…. What is that you are talking?

Anupam: We are practicing the dialogues for the drama to be held tomorrow.

Principal: Okay. Go ahead


Task 24

Situation: when I meet…

The conversation between an old couple of sixty years.
Elderly man: (entering the home) Hello honey. Good evening.

Elderly Women: Good Evening. Shall I prepare tea for us.

Elderly man: Ya sure. May I help you honey.

Elderly women: Oh! no! You are so tired! I will do that.

Elderly man: It's my pleasure helping you honey.

Elderly women: Please dear! Listen to me! Relax yourself. I will come with tea and snacks.

Elderly man: Okay. Thank you honey.

(Few minutes later)

Elderly women: Snacks and tea!

Elderly man: Shall we have it in our garden?

Elderly women: Let's move!

(In the garden)

Elderly man: Look at the sunset. Don't you feel happy when you see this!

Elderly women: Yes! It is glittering as Gold.

Elderly man: It is reminding the day when we first met in our life.

Elderly women: Yes I do. It was an excellent evening.

Elderly man: Still it is in my memory. You were watering your plants when I saw you.
Elderly women: Yes. I remember. You came to meet my brother. You kept watching me for a long time.

Elderly man: Of course! You were also looking at me without concentrating on your work. Atlast…. (Laughs)

Elderly women: (laughs) I poured water on your head. You got wet.

Elderly man: Yes. A few minutes later your brother was asking the reason… Somehow I tackled the situation by telling lies.

Elderly women: Yes. Then I gave you my brother’ clothes. Ha ha ha ha. It din’t suited you but you managed wearing it.

Elderly man: Our memories of our love, marriage and family are still flashing in my mind.

Elderly women: We are blessed dear.

Elderly man: Of course . You are right honey. I think we can have our tea now. It s getting cold. Lets’ have it.(Helping the wife).